
Alpine Archery got its start in 1988 as an accessory
manufacturer and quickly turned to manufactur-
ing bows two short years later. That bow boasted

the first-ever machined aluminum riser – now the indus-
try standard. Not too long ago Alpine took riser manufac-
turing in another direction as they began to make their
bows with multi-part risers. Still made of machined alu-
minum the concept resulted in strong, reliable risers that
were made more quickly and with less material going
into the recycling bin.

Now, Alpine takes their revolutionary riser design
and couples it with an absolute barnburner of a cam sys-
tem known as the Velocitec. The new eccentrics are
advertised to pack a serious punch at a smoking 325 feet
per second IBO rating. Add parallel limbs, eight vibration
dampening devices and a great looking Predator Camo
finish and you have the 2007 Alpine Silverado Sabre.

The Basics 
Riser: The Sabre riser has both similarities and differ-

ences as compared to the typical riser used by most man-
ufacturers. One similarity is the basic reflex geometry
configuration. Alpine designed the Sabre riser to result in
a significant 3.5-inch reflex, which enhances the speed by
increasing the power stroke. The power stroke is the dis-
tance that the archer actually moves the string through-
out the draw cycle. Very few manufacturers do not take
advantage of this riser style. Two additional similarities
include the material, 6061-T6 aluminum, and manufac-
turing process, CNC machining. The Sabre riser also has
the customary accessory mounting holes and weight
reducing cutouts, however that is where the similarities
end and the differences begin. First, this riser is not one
solid piece like most risers. Alpine’s modular riser actual-
ly consists of six separate pieces.  At either end there is a
small section that mates with the limb pockets (1 & 2), a
single-piece section spans the distance between the grip
and the top small section (3), the grip section (4) and two
separate sections (5 & 6) bridge the lower small section
and the grip. The riser pieces are assembled with heat-
treated dowel pins and rust-free, zinc plated fasteners,
which are torque set into place and held with Loctite. 
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Alpine Silverado Sabre

A longer version of the Silverado that
appears in the 2007 catalog, the Silverado
Sabre is shown with Match Grade accessories.



A second difference gives the
Sabre a unique look – while five of the
six pieces are finished in Predator
Brown Deception camo the grip sec-
tion is anodized in a copper tone. The
camo finish is applied through a film
dipping process that includes the fol-
lowing basic steps: A piece of film with
the camo pattern printed on it is
placed flat on the surface of the water
in a stainless steel tank.  The film base
is dissolved by the water, which leaves
only the camo pattern lying on the
water’s surface. A cleaned and powder
coated part, in this case a riser, is low-
ered through the ink and into the
water. The ink pattern wraps around
the part creating a seamless and flaw-
less finish. The riser is then removed,
rinsed and dried before a hard protec-
tive coat is added. 

Other features on the Sabre riser
include integrated sound/vibration
reducing components, a contoured
one-piece rosewood grip, integrated
accessory mounts, a straight carbon
cable guard, an embedded Alpine
Silverado Sabre emblem, and a rear-
facing curved strut that is designed to
give strength and also pull double
duty as a handle.

Customer Connection:
If a customer is con-

cerned with the multi-part
riser it may become impor-
tant for you, the dealer, to
assure them that the modu-
lar riser is a proven and reli-
able design that has been
successful for the past three
years. 

Alpine Archery’s con-
toured wood grip is both
pleasing to the eye (espe-
cially set on the anodized
handle section) and com-
fortable. At full draw this
grip will position the shoot-
er’s hand at what is known
as a medium wrist position.
In my experience I have

found that most archers consider this
position to be comfortable.

The relatively long riser con-
tributes to the overall axle-to-axle
length of 35 inches (34.125” as mea-
sured on the test bow). The mass

weight of this longer design is kept to
only 4.2 pounds, which rivals that of
some top bow models that measure
only 32-33 inches between the axles.
Generally speaking the longer the
bow the more stable the platform.

Many integrated sound and
vibration reducing components result
in a quieter, low shock bow – always a
good selling point!

The Predator camo pattern looks
great and is one of the most proven
patterns available.

Limbs/limb pockets: The Sabre
employs a unique pivoting limb pock-
et design that is split into two individ-
ual pieces on either side of the riser.
Basically, there is a separate pocket for
each split limb. Alpine’s exclusive VX
limb pocket mounting system con-
sists of a machined rigid 6061-T6-alu-
minum piece and a nylon bed. The
nylon bed cradles the limb end on the
top, bottom and inside surface effec-
tively isolating it from the riser and
much of the aluminum pocket. The
only section of limb that comes into
contact with metal is the outside sur-
face where it is held in place by the
aluminum pocket. Nylon is known for
its toughness, abrasion resistance and
low coefficient of friction. Nylon is
also an inherently good sound reduc-
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Modular construction for this
riser allows cost-savings but
also gives the designer more
leeway in adding elements like
this handle strut and a con-
trasting grip. Note the inte-
grated rest on this Match
Grade package version.



ing agent. Both sides of the limb pock-
et are drawn together and clamped
down with a pair of bolts. A positive
lock is achieved as each bolt passes
through one limb pocket assembly,
through the riser end and threads into
the opposite pocket assembly. These
bolts must be loosened to adjust the
draw weight. Limb pockets are
anodized in the same copper color as
the grip section of the riser.

Each split limb measures 12 inch-
es in length and is CNC machined
from a solid blank of Gordon’s glass
epoxy matrix material. Gordon is the
industry standard for long lasting,
reliable archery limb materials and
they have been time tested and
proven thousands of times over. (For
more about how these limb blanks are
made, see Tim Dehn’s feature on
Gordon Composites in this issue.)
Each limb set is matched based on
deflection values for increased effi-
ciency and performance. Limbs are
set to achieve a parallel position at full
draw. Draw weights are available in 50
to 60 and 60 to 70 pound options. 

Limbs are film dipped in
Predator’s Brown Deception camo
pattern. All four limb pieces have
“Alpine Archery” on their face and the
inside of one of the bottom limbs has
a sticker with some of the bow’s vitals
including draw length, draw weight,
string length, cable length and serial
number. Also found on the limbs is a
vibration dampening component that
spans and connects the individual
limbs in each set.

Customer Connection: The engi-
neering design of the VX limb pocket

ensures a solid,
consistent con-
tainment system.
Point this out to
the discriminat-
ing archer looking
for proof of
enhanced perfor-
mance character-
istics.

Have a cus-
tomer that wants
to know that this
will be the last
bow he needs to
buy for years to
come? No prob-
lem, simply point
out Gordon Glass
has an  outstand-
ing and proven
reputation built
on countless
limbs that have served their owners
for years on end.

Parallel limbs – one of the single
biggest advantages on any compound
bow so outfitted. Parallel limbs are a
major contributor to a silent and
shock free shooting experience.

Eccentrics: Ahhhh, now on to the
power generator behind the Sabre’s
scorching IBO speeds – Alpine’s hot
new Velocitec Cam System. Packed
with a serious punch this hybrid
eccentric system is advertised to
reach 325 feet per second as tested to
IBO rules! Both top and bottom cams
ride on dual, sealed bearings that are
set relatively far apart to add stability
to the cam system and reduce the

possibility of cam lean. 
The system is fairly complicated

in its configuration and operation.
First we will talk about the buss cables
of which there are two. Each buss
cable is first anchored to a post on the
cam close to its maximum outside
diameter. It then runs through the
cable slide and is anchored again, this
time to a yoke. A second smaller sec-
tion of cable wraps around the yoke
and connects to two payout grooves
that wrap around the axles. To better
explain – one end of the small cable is
anchored to one side of the cam on a
post, wraps around the small diame-
ter payout groove and out to the yoke
where it runs around the yoke groove
(the center of the small cable’s length
is located at the peak of the yoke fix-
ture) and back to the opposite side
payout groove of the cam and
anchored on a post exactly opposite
of the first post. The second buss cable
repeats this scheme in reverse.

Now, what does all this mean? On
many cam systems the buss cable will
be terminated to a non-moving struc-
ture like the axle. With a solid anchor,
timing issues may surface, however,
Alpine’s system almost eliminates
these timing issues by tying their
cables to a rotating groove on the cam
itself. Basically, they have successfully
slaved the cams together giving little
opportunity for an out of sync situa-

The unusal-looking
pockets both capture
the twin limbs
securely and work to
stop vibration from
being transmitted to
the riser.
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tion. Also, the string is evenly distrib-
uted above and below the center
point of the riser, which means any
stretch is also more likely to be even.
In systems where nearly two-thirds of
the string is on one side or the other of
the center point of the riser string
stretch can pose some obvious tuning
issues. The dual payout grooves also
serve to balance the cam, further
reducing the chance of cam lean. 

Modules are used to adjust the
draw length of the Sabre with options
ranging from 27 inches to 30 inches in
one-inch increments. The module
used on the bottom cam has a built-in
draw stop feature that engages the
end of the buss cable opposite the
yoke. The Velocitec eccentric system
has an 80 percent let-off. 

Customer Connection: Modular
systems are good for you, the dealer,
and good for your customer. Basically,
just by stocking several sets of mod-
ules your customer can walk out of
your shop in a relatively short amount
of time with a bow that fits him/her
perfectly – no waiting for you to
switch cams or to get cams in.

An 80 percent let-off is comfort-
able. Let the customer draw the bow
to feel the relief offered by this high
let-off.

SPEED – one of the hottest selling
points! This bow is a burner – one of
the fastest I have tested not only this
year, but ever. 

For your more technical cus-
tomers you may want to point out
how the dual payout hybrid system
works and tell them where the advan-

tages come in (efficiency, cam lean,
synchronization, etc).

Silencing/Shock reducing fea-
tures: Alpine’s Silverado Sabre is
packed with noise and vibration
dampening elements. There are eight
actual accessories made specifically
to dampen noise and vibration and at
least two other features that do the
same. Rubber-like dampeners can be
found on each riser end, housed
between the double strut bottom riser
section, on the cable guard, on each
limb set and in the string - two Sims
String Leaches. The other two features
I mentioned are the parallel limbs and
the nylon portion of the limb pocket
systems. All of these features work
together to create a reduced vibration,
quiet shot.  

Customer Connection: Definitely a
selling point – make sure your cus-
tomer notices them all! 

Strings/Cables: Alpine uses
Brownell D75-Thin material for both
the string and cable. The string mea-
sures 57.75 inches in length and has
20 strands. The buss cables also con-
sist of 20 strands and each are 31.5
inches in length. The smaller yoke
cable measures 15.25 inches end to
end.

Customer Connection:
Brownell, in the string/netting

business since 1825, is known for their
reliable bowstring material. They got
into the bow string market back in
1922!

Additional Features: Alpine also
offers the Silverado Sabre in their sig-
nature Match Grade Package, which
includes an integrated Alpine
Whisperflite fall away rest, Alpine
MR2 stabilizer and a custom integrat-
ed Black Gold Flashpoint Sight.

Testing 
Tests were conducted using the

following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter 

portable shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph 

with infrared lighting system
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hanson Scale
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Fire Hurricane Release Aid

Quality Test: As with all bow eval-
uations we do the first step is always a
thorough check of the bow’s finish,
machining and mechanical compo-
nents. While the machining and
mechanics appeared to be in good
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order I did find multiple blemishes on
the Sabre’s riser and limb finish. The
blemishes appeared to be “extra”
black paint/material deposited on the
camo finish.

Set up: The Sabre was set up for
testing by first setting the draw weight
to 70 pounds using the Easton Bow
Force Mapper handheld unit backed
up by the Hanson scale. The draw
length was set to 30 inches according
to the standard for doing so - ASTM F
1544-04. We have decided that what is
generally termed as the ‘IBO’ speed is
more relevant today as most archers
and bowhunters make comparisons
based on that speed rather than that
of the traditional AMO (now ATA) rat-
ing. For this reason we have compiled
a new “ArrowTrade” test standard,
which includes a 30 inch draw length
and 70-pound draw weight - industry-
accepted specs for IBO ratings. 

The draw length will be set
according to the requirements of
ASTM F 1544-04 and the draw weight
will be set to 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
(the +/- 1 pound requirement is also
an ASTM F 1544-04 requirement).
Speeds will be measured using a cor-
rectly spined 350-grain arrow. This
weight comes from the IBO rule,
which states that, “Arrows must weigh
at least 5 grains per pound of the
bow’s maximum shooting weight…”
As stated earlier ArrowTrade will test
at 70 pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule

we would multiply 5
grains x 70 pounds =
350 grains. 

A single brass
nock and QuikTune
3000 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow –
nothing more. For
this test the Alpine
integrated fall away
rest had to be
removed and then
replaced with our
QuikTune rest. There
was also a string loop
pre-installed on the
test bow that had to
be removed and
replaced with a brass
nock. With the excep-
tion of these two
items every bow is
tested, as it would be
shipped to the dealer
or customer. In other words, if it has
string silencers or other components
pre-installed it is tested with them
installed. 

While the “official” velocity rating
for our calculations will be taken with
an arrow as defined above, we will also
use two other test arrows as reference
points. This will be done to bring a
bracketed picture of the bow’s speed
performance to the reader. Test
arrows include a lightweight 350-
grain CAE carbon arrow, a mid-weight
420-grain Radial X Weave arrow and a
relatively heavy 540-grain Easton
XX78 Super Slam arrow. Before
recording speeds with these arrows
the bow was first paper tuned with
each one. Most every bowhunter or
archer will be able to extrapolate their
approximate arrow speed in relation
to similar set-up parameters and
results presented from the three test
arrows. 

Speed/Velocity Test
Speed was measured with the two

chronographs listed above – Easton’s
model as the primary and the Oehler
as a backup/verification unit.
Following are the resulting speed rat-
ings for each in feet per second
(rounded to the nearest whole num-
ber):

540-grain arrow
271
271
271
271
271
271
271
Average: 271 fps

420-grain arrow
299
300
299
299
299
299
300
Average: 299.29 fps

350-grain arrow
324
324
323
324
324
324
325
Average: 324 fps

Your customers will generally
make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibra-
tion level, grip and the draw cycle.

Alpine Silverado Sabre
Draw weights: 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 27-30 inches - modular
Axle-to-axle length: 35 inches advertised,

34.125 inches measured
Brace Height: 6.875 inches 
Mass Weight: 4.2 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent 
Eccentrics: Velocitec Hybrid Cam System
Tested speed: 324 fps tested, 325 fps advertised
Available finish: Predator Brown Deception
Cable: Brownell D75-Thin, 31.5 inches   
String: Brownell D75-Thin, 57.75 inches   
Grip: One-piece contoured Rosewood 
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: Pivoting 
Limbs: Split – Gordon Glass – Epoxy Matrix
Cable Guard: Straight Carbon Rod
Warranty: Lifetime on riser and eccentrics

– 5 years on the limbs
MSRP: $689.00 bow only - $829.00 Match Grade 

Package as shown on opening page.
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This ribbed
dampener, one
of eight shock
reducing
elments, is
housed
between the
double struts
forming the
lower riser.
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In our testing for Arrow Trade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for
how a bow performs in the “subjec-
tive” areas mentioned above as com-
pared to other rigs at the same price
point and similar speed. You can then
focus on the bow’s notable subjective
points when interacting with your
customer. The term “subjective” can
basically be translated into “opinion”.
I will be giving my opinion of this
bow’s performance in the following
subjective categories:

Shot noise
Grip comfort and function
Draw cycle “feel”
Shock and vibration levels
To give some merit to this type of

testing the Sabre will be evaluated
side-by-side with only one other bow
that has a similar speed rating and
cost. There are only three other bows I
have tested all year that are anywhere
close to the same speed neighbor-
hood as the Sabre and only one of
them still remains in my shop so it will
be used as a comparative reference. 

As far as perceived noise the Sabre
was far and away the quieter of the
two bows tested. Not only did the
Sabre knock it out of the park in com-
parison to the other speed bow, it is
also one of the quietest bows I have
tested this year. As mentioned earlier
the Sabre is jam packed with sound
and vibration reducing accessories
and features – and they do exactly
what they were intended to do. Shot
noise – a win!

The Sabre’s grip is super smooth,
great looking and well contoured. I
found that it seated my hand consis-
tently at full draw and provided com-
fort. I mentioned “smooth” because it
is a benefit when considering hand
torque. A bow that allows your hand
to slide into the same position time
after time has a distinct advantage
over one that grabs your hand incon-
sistently thereby inducing torque.
When it comes to evaluating the grip
of a bow I am comfortable using mul-
tiple rigs that are in the same general
price range, however, they may not
have the same speed rating. I handled
eight bows plus the Sabre to evaluate
the effectiveness and comfort of its
grip. When all was said and done I
rated the Sabre third out of nine bows. 

The draw cycle of the Sabre was
on par with the other speed bow as it
climbed quickly to peak, dipped
somewhat, climbed again and then
dropped sharply to holding weight.
Out of all the features of the Sabre this
one is my least favorite. As you can see
from the attached force draw curve
the Sabre’s cycle has some character-
istics that may not be considered
smooth – more specifically the dip at
the peak. I did like the solid draw stop
provided by the lower cam module. As
with any speed bow, every inch of the
power stroke is used for maximum
performance and as such it is impor-
tant to shoot this bow well within your
draw length. It is not a bow that you
want to go a little long on in an
attempt to get a little more speed.
This bow, shot at the correct draw
length, is easy to handle and fun.

When testing the shock and vibra-
tion of the two bows I found an inter-
esting result – the Sabre had absolute-
ly no vibration that I could detect and
only a minor “bump” when shot while
the other speed bow was exactly the
opposite having no jump in my hand
and demonstrating a noticeable
vibration in the grip. The level of the
vibration in the comparison bow was
much more distracting than the
minor jump of the Sabre so I would
rank the Sabre in front. 

Closing Comments:
Alpine’s Silverado Sabre has sur-

prising speed coupled with strong
subjective qualities. The lack of shot
noise is no doubt due in large part to
the parallel limbs and numerable
shock and vibration dampening
devices scattered about the bow. My

only criticisms of the Sabre are the
multiple blemishes found on the
camo finish and the bumpy draw
cycle. Still, I personally do not get too
wrapped up in finishing details and
the draw cycle, while not as smooth as
some others, may be exactly what is
necessary to produce those rewarding
IBO speeds and is certainly not a deal
killer for most hunters. 

Test Bow Technical Info: (350-
grain arrow/ 70 pound peak  draw
weight)

Kinetic Energy: 81.6 foot-pounds 
(This is the energy that actually

goes into propelling the arrow.
Basically it is the energy that is left
over from the stored energy after all of
the bow system friction is accounted
for.) 

Stored Energy: 104.78! Foot-
pounds

(When you draw the bow you
supply power/energy into the limbs.
The amount of energy that the limbs
can hold is known as the stored ener-
gy.)

Efficiency Rating: 77.87 percent
(This is the amount of the stored

energy (in percent that can be suc-
cessfully transferred into propelling
the arrow upon release. The bow
design, including limbs, limb pockets,
cam systems, and axle types play into
the bow’s efficiency. )

SE/PF Ratio: 1.49
This is the ratio of stored energy

to peak force. In other words what
return are you getting for the power
you supply.

Measured Speed: 324 FPS
The bow is tweaked to an ATA

draw length of 30” and set exactly to a
70 lb draw weight.

Circle 124 on Response Card
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Alpine Archery has been in the business of making
quality bows and archery accessories since 1988.
According to company records they were the first to

offer a machined riser bow in 1990 – the bow was the
Silverado, a name that still survives in their current line. In
1991 they were the first to build a reflexed machined riser
bow and in 1994 were the first to CNC machine limbs.
According to advertisement they were also the first manu-
facturer to offer a modular multi-part riser based bow
(2005). In 1992 Alpine engineered a bow just for youth
archers. The Colt was a scaled down version of an adult
bow designed to fit smaller archers properly and provide
them with comfortable performance.

Now, in 2007, Alpine introduces the Micro Elite com-
pound bow for youth and shorter draw archers. Built for
performance and adjustability the Micro Elite features
fully machined pivoting limb pockets and an eccentric sys-
tem with 8 inches of draw length adjustment. A closer look
at the Micro Elite…

Riser: Alpine manufactures the Micro Elite risers in
two basic steps: Permanent aluminum molding and the
CNC machining. Permanent molding is a process in which
molten metal, in this case A356 aluminum, is poured into
an iron or steel mold. Gravity pressure forces the molten
metal into all of the structural features and then quickly
solidifies to produce fully functional finished parts.  This
process is precise, repeatable and capable of producing
highly complex geometries with surface finishes that can
be used “as is”. Another major benefit of this process is low
cost. Two of the more notable molding features on the
Micro Elite’s riser include limb pocket mounting studs and
a flared section where the limb bolt mounting holes are
drilled. Aesthetically, the molding process yields a very
nice looking raised letter “ALPINE” on one side of the riser,
just below the grip. The second step in Alpine’s manufac-
turing, CNC machining, is used to add accessory mount-
ing holes, etc. I suspect that the A356 aluminum is treated
to produce a T6 temper, as T6 temper alloys display excel-
lent strength characteristics while maintaining many other
characteristics that make them useful for engineering
applications. 

The Micro Elite’s reflexed riser is also home to a two-
piece injection molded ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene
Styrene Plastic) grip and straight carbon material cable

guard. As with
almost every other
riser on the market,
both youth and
adult, the Elite riser
is made with large
cutouts designed to
keep mass weight to
a minimum.  This
riser has six such
cutouts that con-
tribute to an overall
mass weight of 3.0
pounds. Alpine
dresses up their
Elite riser with a film
dipped Realtree
Hardwoods Green
HD camo finish.
The film dipping
process has been
described in detail
in other issues of
Arrow Trade. Please
refer to a back issue
for more informa-
tion.

So, what does all this mean to Mom, Dad and the shoot-
er?

The permanent molding process is a low cost process
that requires little additional touch-time to bring it to its
final form and functionality. This savings in cost is passed
on to the end-user (mom, dad and the shooter). Alpine’s
Micro Elite is priced at an easy-to-take $229.00 MSRP for
the bow only and $299.00 for a complete package.

The two-piece ABS grip is narrow making it easily han-
dled by smaller hands.

Realtree’s HD Green camo looks good on the Micro
Elite and gives it an adult bow look – ready to hunt!

Two inches of reflex in the Elite’s riser structure equals
more power stroke and more speed. At the same time the
Elite remains stable, as a 2 inch reflex is not radical. 

Limbs/Limb Pockets: Pivoting limb pockets are

Alpine Micro Elite
By Jon E. Silks
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The Micro Elite
package. You can
also retail the bow
alone, which has a
$229 MSRP.
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known for their superior char-
acteristics as compared to sta-
tionary pockets that require the
limbs to move independently.
A pivoting limb pocket holds
the relationship between the
limb and pocket constant while
moving the larger structure of
the pocket for weight adjust-
ment. The limb-to-pocket and
pocket-to-riser interface is crit-
ical to accuracy and consisten-
cy. Most adult bows are now
made with pivoting limb pock-
ets, however, many youth bows
are still outfitted with indepen-
dently moving limbs. Alpine
equips the Elite with their
Micro Limb Pockets - pivoting
pockets that rotate on two pro-
truding studs located at the
ends of the riser, which are
molded directly into the struc-
ture. The split limbs are secured later-
ally by two slots machined into the
pocket structure closest to the end of
the riser and the limb butts are
secured into the “cup” where the limb
bolt passes between them for draw
weight adjustment. The Micro’s limb
pockets are CNC machined 6061 alu-
minum anodized in a copper color. 

Alpine uses four individual split
limbs measuring 13 inches in length
on the Elite. Many of today’s top man-
ufacturers look to industry standard
Gordon Composites, Inc. to supply
the materials for their adult bow
limbs. Gordon has had their materials
proven on high draw weight bows
countless times so it should be reas-
suring that Alpine also uses this mate-

rial for their Micro Elite bow limbs.
The limbs are CNC machined from a
blank of Gordon’s epoxy matrix glass
and are available in 30, 40 or 50 pound
peak draw weights. Again, Alpine uses
a film dipping process to finish the
limbs in Realtree’s Hardwoods HD
Green camo. Each limb also has the
words “Alpine Archery” on its face and
one of the bottom limbs has a sticker
on it with the bow’s serial number,
draw weight, draw length range, string
length and buss cable length.

So, what does all this mean to
Mom, Dad and the shooter?

Alpine’s use of pivoting limb
pockets on a youth bow is an indica-
tion that they are in the business of

creating a quality
bow with perfor-
mance features for
the young and
short-draw archer.

Parents are
concerned with
durability in a
youth bow – rest
assured the Micro
Elite’s limbs, made
with Gordon
materials, fit the
bill.

E c c e n t r i c s :
A d j u s t a b i l i t y,

range, variability are all words
that you will hear from parents
who do not want to invest
money in a bow if it is just going
to be too small for their child in
less than a year. When it comes
to the eccentrics the adjustabili-
ty we are concerned with is
draw length. The Micro Elite is
outfitted with the Stalker II Dual
Cam system, which is
adjustable over an 8-inch range,
21 – 28 inches, through the use
of a rotating module. To adjust
the draw length you simply
remove a single screw, rotate the
module to the desired position
and then re-insert the screw.
While no bow press is required
the 27 and 28-inch holes are
partially blocked by the limb so
you will have to either put some
tension on the string to get to

the 26-inch hole or the cables for the
27-inch hole. There are “+” and “-“
symbols engraved/stamped right into
the cams to let you know which way to
rotate the modules. Both cams ride on
Oillite bushings for friction free per-
formance. Alpine Micro Elite
eccentrics are CNC machined 6061-
aluminum and are anodized in the
same copper color as the limb pock-
ets. Advertised let-off for the Stalker II
system is 65 percent.

So, what does all this mean to
Mom, Dad and the shooter?

As already mentioned, adjustabil-
ity is a critical characteristic for a
youth bow. Kids grow fast and parents
do not want to buy a new bow every
six months! An eight-inch draw length
adjustment range is a fantastic selling
point – use it!

Another selling point is that no
bow press is needed to adjust the
draw length. This is an easy task that
can be performed at home.

Other Features: Alpine offers the
Micro Elite as a package, which
includes an Alpine Whisperflite Fall
Away rest, 3-Arrow Bear Claw Quiver
and a Truglo sight. Also offered is a
replacement set of limbs for when the
young archer reaches the limit on
his/her current limbs. These replace-
ment limbs sell for $45.00 retail.
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Alpine Micro Elite
Draw weights: 30, 40, 50 peak 
Draw Lengths: 21 to 28 inche single module 
Axle-to-axle length: 32 inch advertised – 31.75 

measured at 23 inch draw length 
Brace Height: 5.5 inches advertised – 5.875  measured

at 23 inch draw length
Mass Weight: 3 pounds
Let-off option: 65 percent (Appeared to change sig-

nificantly through draw length adjustment range)
Eccentrics: Dual, Stalker II
Available finish: Realtree Hardwoods Green HD
Cable: 33.5 inch  
String: 50 inch
Grip: Two-piece ABS plastic 
Riser: A356 Aluminum
Limbs: Split, Gordon glass
Cable Guard: Carbon - straight
Warranty: Lifetime on all machined aluminum 

components – 5 years on the limbs
MSRP: $229.00, bow only or $299.00 for package
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The Micro Elite package makes
getting your customer and their child
outfitted even easier. The main com-
ponents for shooting are already
taken care of. Now all that may be
needed is a stabilizer and a few vibra-
tion dampeners for the limbs, string
and cables.

When selling this bow point out
the benefit of a complete draw weight
upgrade that costs only $45.00.

Testing 
My initial inspection of the Alpine

Micro Elite focused on the finish,
machining and basic functionality.
The finish on the riser and limbs was
uniform and had no apparent flaws or
blemishes; however, the limb pockets
had obvious discontinuities in the
thinner section that cups the limbs
near the end of the riser. I have two
Micro Elite bows in my shop at pre-
sent and both display the same type of
flaw. I removed the pockets from the
bow and did a quick inspection under
a microscope, which proved the dis-
continuities to be nothing more than
a feathered edge that had been laid
back over onto the base material
where it remained through the
anododizing process. Basically, the
parts were not cleaned up or de-
burred after the final machining step.
This type of discontinuity, of course,
has no effect on the usefulness or
durability of the part.

The Micro Elite was set to a 23”
draw length and equipped with a sin-
gle brass nock and N.A.P. QuikTune
3000 arrow rest – nothing else was
added to the bow. With the exception
of these two items, every bow is tested
unchanged - as it would be shipped to

the dealer or customer.
Speed was measured with the

chronographs listed above. Normally I
test each bow at three different draw
weights, however, the Micro Elite will
not achieve 50 pounds of pull at the
23” draw length setting. Two different
draw weights, 40 and 45 pounds were
tested with two arrows of different
weights, 260 and 328 grains. This
should give a moderate picture of
what can be expected from this bow in
terms of speed generated by various
set-ups. Following are the resulting
speed ratings for each in feet per sec-
ond:

260-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
210, 210, 209, 210, 209, 209, 209, 
Average: 209.43
260-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
220, 221, 221, 220, 220, 221, 221
Average: 220.57
328-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
194, 194, 194, 194, 193, 194, 194
Average: 193.86 fps
328-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
204, 204, 205, 204, 204, 204, 204
Average: 204.14 fps

These represent good speeds for a
youth bow. 

One of the things I noticed about
the Elite was how the draw weight
would change when the draw length
was adjusted. The test bow is marked
as a 50-pound peak bow, which I
believe they rate at the 26” draw
length setting. To see what the weight
range was I maxed the bow’s weight
adjustment bolts and tested the
resulting draw weight at each draw
length setting. Here are the results:

Draw Length/Max Draw Weight:

21”/40 lbs
22”/42 lbs
23”/45 lbs
24”/47 lbs
25”/49 lbs
26”/53 lbs
27”/56 lbs
28”/59 lbs

A force draw curve plotted for the
Micro Elite curve shows an incredibly
smooth draw with a gentle rounded
top and easy climbs and descents.
This is of course important, as a young
archer will undoubtedly enjoy a
smooth draw bow over one that is
harsh.

When shot, the Micro Elite had a
small jump that could be felt in my
hand along with a small amount of
vibration. The noise at the shot was
somewhat louder than I had expected
and appeared to primarily originate
from the strings and cables. Since the
Micro Elite is shipped with no
noise/vibration reducing accessories I
decked out the test bow with Sims
Limb Savers, several do-it-yourself
string and cable silencers and a quali-
ty stabilizer. Working together these
improvements made a significant dif-
ference in the noise and vibration
characteristics of the Elite.

Two of my own young archers,
Tyler and Michael, liked the Micro
Elite overall and both pointed out the
light mass weight. The younger of the
two, Michael, really liked the grip
while Tyler gave it an “average” rating.
Shooting the bow at different times,
both noted the shot noise. Both liked
the look of the bow and thought the
copper color limb pockets and
eccentrics looked great against the
camo finish.

Alpine points out that a signifi-
cant portion of the sales for the Micro
Elite goes to lady archers. With that in
mind I asked my wife to handle and
shoot the bow for her opinion. She
liked the Micro Elite and thought it
handled very well. She seemed partic-
ularly impressed with the low mass
weight. She answered positively when
asked if this would be a bow she might
consider for a new purchase.

Circle 104 on Response Card




